Disaster Recovery Validation
Every organization needs a disaster recovery (DR) plan in place. They also need to
know that plan will perform as expected when it’s needed most. That level of
confidence can’t be achieved simply by putting a pen to paper. Instead, it can
only come from regular testing and incremental updates.
DR plans subjected to regular testing have success rates 132% higher than
untested plans. Admittedly, devoting time and resources to testing DR can be a
big ask. The cost of not doing so can be even greater.

MAINTAIN PEACE OF MIND EVEN IN A
WORST-CASE SCENARIO
Arraya Solutions’ Disaster Recovery Validation
Service can help organizations vet the scope
and effectiveness of DR plans. During this
engagement, Arraya can assist with rightsizing strategies based on actual business
impact
and
potential
lost
revenue.
Participants
will
come
away
with
the
documentation, procedures, and technical
recommendations needed to take
their
strategy from conceptually strong to ready for
action.
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As part of the Disaster Recovery Validation Service, Arraya will
work alongside organizational staff to:
gather information necessary to identify organizational need as
well as assess current DR capabilities
define scope, participants, scenario, agenda, and method for
capturing results generated by DR testing
validate processes, procedures, and technologies currently in
place to ensure expected performance in a true disaster
recovery scenario
create an executive-oriented blueprint
covering objectives, company-wide resource requirements,
target dates, and ultimately, results
build out a comprehensive, ongoing testing strategy that
prioritizes high-value, high-risk systems and thoroughly outlines
all testing cycles

WHY LEVERAGE ARRAYA'S DISASTER
RECOVERY VALIDATION SERVICE?
Arraya’s DR Validation Service is supported by our Advisory Services team. Our
team has compiled years of consulting experience, earned while partnering
with organizations both large and small, across a range of industries. We bring
this knowledge to every engagement we undertake in order to properly
position all customers for short and long term IT success.
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